More than just an e-book platform, the O’Reilly-Safari Learning Platform contains books, videos, case studies and learning paths for more than 12 main topics and 1,000 sub-topics, from more than 250 publishers. **Please use Chrome when accessing this e-resource.**

Either search or browse for content in O’Reilly-Safari.

**Search** using keywords. Click on **Filter by** to search by title, author or publisher.

Refine your search results by selecting the type of media and topic:

**Browse** by clicking on the broad **Topics** in the left panel, or the various sections below **Your History**. Broad topics are: business; career development; data; design; hardware; math, science & engineering; security; software development; system administration; travel & hobbies; web & mobile.
Features that are available when reading a book:

- Previous and next chapters
- Search in the book
- Add to playlist, which can be shared
- Change background colour, font size and margin size
- Share this section using Twitter, Facebook, Google Plus or email
- Copy, highlight or add a note by selecting text with your mouse cursor

To share your playlist, click on this option on the left panel: 

Next, click on Share Settings. Change visibility to Shared and Copy the link.
Apart from books, other content include case studies, learning paths, Oriole online tutorials and tutorials.

**Case Studies** on how leaders from leading organisations overcame problems that they faced:

Many of Zocdoc's core product and business functions are fairly common in internet services, and each function can be cast as a well-defined and well-researched data science problem...

*However,* working in healthcare involves many constraints and challenges that render standard approaches to common problems infeasible.

**Learning Paths** contain collections of video courses presented by experts:

**Decision Trees**

- A decision tree is much like the game “20 Questions”
- The resulting model of a decision tree learning procedure is a tree of questions
- The leaves of the tree are predictions
Oriole Online Tutorials contain videos, data and executable code. No installations and set-ups are needed:

Tutorials consist of essential content selected from a variety of books and videos:
After using O’Reilly-Safari Learning Platform for the first time, you will receive an email about installing the Safari Queue app. The app allows access to your personal playlists, highlights and notes, as well as recommendations.

To view any content offline, you will need to select it and click on Download. Next, go to the menu (≡ icon) and click on Downloads.
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